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Club Portland

The project asks for us to develop specific sites within the Portland area as memorable places that are entries into the city center
while accommodating its needs. After some consideration of several sites, the Morrison bridgehead is the site that has potential
of becoming a grand gateway into the city. The site possesses many opportunities of development, for example access to the
waterfront, site location (being in the center of the city and near plenty of activity), many available infill sites, and possibility to
create a strong entryway from the Morrison Bridge (already has a dramatic entry, but needs something more).

Gateway Diagram

Context Figure-Ground

Waterfront Perspective

The idea initially for the site was to develop an iconic building that would symbolize the city of Portland through the building form
and its function. However, further consideration of the project, other ideas such as educational buildings and development of the
area in how it connect to the city rather than just being within the city itself, how each elements are interconnected to each other
not just through site connection, but of experience and function. The idea involves some reworking in the bridge to optimally use
what is already there, the waterfront as a critical connection that is currently separated by Naito Parkway.
The developments of the site on a street scale is also important because the buildings we design are as important as the spaces
created by these buildings, for example the development of Yamhill as a pedestrian street did not work. Therefore, it will be
necessary to understand why it doesn’t work and understand why it doesn’t so it could be applied to develop in other areas to
be more successful. These potential pedestrian streets can and will provide more activity on the street making them more than
transition paths but also nodes within the city.

Waterfront Panoramic
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Context Model

Site Diagram

K Street Precedent

Waterfront Elevation
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Morrison Bridge

Street Section Precedent

Site Axonometric

Context Model

Weakness:
The Current Morrison Bridge Is A High Speed Off-ramp From I-5 Into Downtown. This Currently Is An Issue, resulting in High
Volume Traffic Usually At High Speeds Coming Into The City, Which Is Dangerous For Pedestrians. The Bridge Itself Provides Poor
Accessibility For Pedestrians And Bicyclists Into The City As Well As there are major Safety Concerns Revolving Around Its Users.
Opportunities:
The Morrison Bridge Currently Is In The Process Of Broadening Its Sidewalk To Provide Better Accessibility For Pedestrians And
Bicyclists, But Is Not Enough. A More Extreme Make Over Of The Bridge Is Necessary To Address the Safety And Accessibility Concerns Related To The Bridge, For Example Disconnecting The Bridge From I-5 To Slow Down Traffic Into The City. Broadening The
Sidewalks And Narrowing The Traffic Lanes Will Help Play A Role In Making The Morrison Bridge A Great Gateway Into The City
For Pedestrians And Automobile Traffic.
View Corridor

Context Model

Waterfront Night Panoramic
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Street Section Diagram
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N a i t o Pa r k way

Elevation Diagram

Section

Site Model

Weakness:
Naito Parkway Previously Was A Highway , Now that its no longer a highway, It acts As Large Barrier Between The City And Its
Beautiful Waterfront, The Large Gap Between The Two Doesn’t Allow For High Volumes Of Pedestrian Traffic Due To Its Inconvenience Causing The Waterfront To Be Empty On Most Days.
Opportunities:
Reducing The Width Of Naito Parkway To Allow A Stronger Connection Between Downtown And The Waterfront. The Connection
Between The Waterfront And Downtown Can Allow For Increased Activity Along The Waterfront Edge.

Downtown Bridgehead
Weakness:
The Current Areas Around The Bridgehead Are Flooded With Surface Parking Units That Are Only Active During The Regular Work
Hours And Quiet During The Other Hours. As Well, The Area Lacks An Active Street Edge During Most Hours.
Opportunities:
The Large Number Of Available Surface Parking Within The Area Allows For Opportunities Of Redevelopment In Creating Housing And Activities Along The Waterfront Edge. The Development Of This Bridgehead Area Can Allow For The Growth Of A Special
Place Within The City.

Floor Plan

Clay Model Rendering

Parti Diagram

Site Model
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Access Road

Block Diagram

Night Perspective

Converting the south bound lane into an access road for parallel parking and commercial access can help reduce traffic along
naito. The access road as well will play a large role in improving the connection between downtown and the waterfront. By reducing the distance between them can allow for more activity along naito and on the waterfront edge.

Active Street
Buildings along the street edge play a large role in creating and supporting activities between occupants inside and outside the
building. The interaction between the two is crucial in creating a lively street edge.

Public Gateway

Site Model

The experience of arrival and departure of the city is important in leave the visitor with a great impression of the city. The arrival
addresses the embodiment of the city public center. The departure provides a last glimpse of the city, with a view of mt. Hood in
the background creating a meaningful experience.

Waterfront Elevation

Plaza Perspective

A way to create the feeling of wholeness of the city and waterfront to define a common theme within the building along the waterfront edge. The idea of a very linear vertical tower stands out individually, but with a strong horizontal band that connects the
waterfront to create a continuity and functionally provides a place of shelter along the edge.

Waterfront Activity

Concept Model

Night Perspective

The waterfront lacks the presence of people, with the placement of the quarter block residential towers, we provide a place for
people along the waterfront. Along with the residential tower, a portion of the block will be devoted as primarily a function to support human activity.
Elevation

Elevation
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Club Portland

Waterfront City Block

Building Diagram

Aquatics Perspective

Lounge Perspective

The new design of the blocks along the waterfront edge will require at minimum a quarter of the redeveloping block is allocated
for residential units. It is important to place people along the edge to promote a sense of human presence and activity.
The remaining development of the block should focus on creating activities to support the newly developed residential units as
well as support activities within the city. For example, public squares, outdoor cafes and other activities that can support activities
throughout all hours of the day.

Gym Perspective

Establishing a connection to the waterfront is required to activate the area which is quiet and empty on most days. By bringing
elements from the blocks across naito into the waterfront, it can greatly reduce the current detachment of the waterfront to the
city.

Building Program
To create a meaningful building the reinforces the beliefs of the city, promoting as environment conscious and active community.
The building design revolves around provide activities within as well outside the building. Such as providing room for activities to
occur along the building edge: outdoor cafe, public plaza, and a max station.
The building is design to create a sense of openness to the public and becoming more private as you progress further into the
building. The sense of privacy in the upper level help establish the perception of peace and calmness within all the daily commotion of city life.

Elevation

Elevation
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Concept Model

Lobby Perspective

Club Room Perspective
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PreFab:PET

The goal of this project is to utilize the concept of prefabrication to create a variety of architectural spaces within a modular system. The concept of prefabrication is to easily fabricate and construct building or units that will meet various needs while keeping
cost low.

Connection Diagram

The goal is to create a highly customizable system, which could be easily fabricated. While the system is designed to adapt to any
environment, the ideal site would be one that allows for the development of density with the prefabricated units, such as a high
rise mixed use building. The prefabrication system should be developed in a way that is affordable for clients of various income
levels. The idea of mobility should also be a focus, allowing it to be easily constructed and deconstructed for the owner to move
to different location, instead of purchasing a new system.

Site Plan

Floor Plan

Building Perspective

The ideal target of this system would be people who want a easily customizable home, that fits the desire of urban and suburban
living as will as nomadic living lifestyles. Through the efficiency of the product, it will provide affordable living for everyone who
wants a home. The simple construction process not only allow home buyers to build their own home, local construction builder
can also easily assemble the unit if it is built in the dense urban environment.

Assembly Diagram

Components

14PreFab:PET

Elevation
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System Concept

Form Diagram

Interior Perspective

Interior Perspective

Create a highly customized living unit with the use the aid of technology. The use of technology aids in providing efficiency in the
manufacturing of the product and gives users there new homes in a short time period. The structural panels are the very core to
the unit, each panel provides support in the unit as well house all the wiring, plumbing and other utilities required for the units.
Ideally these units are used in an urban environment, where there is a core tower to house all the units. The intent of unit is upon
complete in the site, the unit can easily plug into the core tower, and the users can start living in them

Strategy
The system heavily relies on a single panel unit created by two halves of an equilateral triangle. Each of these panels are 4’x8’x7’
in dimension, and provides a very structural system when joined with another panel. Each of these simple panels are manufactured in our warehouse. The structural panel is the only element that has to be constructed for each unit, and provide all the
necessary supports required for the unit. The skin and interior walls are available for purchase in any local home improvement
store and are held in place by hangers that have been welded onto the panel face. Construction and assembly of the unit is very
simple. Each structural panel are connected together through bolts, therefore the assembly of each unit can take place on or off
site. Ideally, each unit is assembled in the warehouse and taken to the site (core tower) and plugged into the core tower.

Unit Assembly

Interior Perspective

Perspective

Section

Section
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CoH o u s i n g

Cohousing is a type of collaborative housing in which residents actively participate in the design and
operation of their own neighborhoods.

Site Diagram

Site Plan

Exploded Axonometric

Cohousing residents are consciously committed to living as a community. The physical design encourages both social contact and
individual space. Private homes contain all the features of conventional homes, but residents also have access to extensive common facilities such as open space, courtyards, a playground and a common house.

Elevation

Harvest Community
The Harvest Community is a cohousing project that strives toward sustainability. The development on the site is densified in order
to preserve as much land as possible for development of a self-sustaining community. The development of the site utilizes various sustainability methods such as harvesting rain water, bioswales, solar energy, and utilizing passive heating and cooling in the
buildings to reduce the community ecological footprint. The community becomes a gateway from the urban environment to the
natural habitat.
Elevation

Rain Water Collection

Perspective

Vegetation

Circulation

Threshold Hierarchy
Cross-Venilation System
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Harvest House

Solar Diagram

Section

The harvest house is the threshold between the community and their cultivation. It anchors the development at the end of the
site, maintaining the strong linear connection between the units and the common house. The Harvest House, located adjacent to
the agricultural area, plays a significant role by providing the community a sense of accomplishment when they enjoy their meal
as a community who has worked together to grow and harvest the crop. Another important program element is the community
gathering space that relates to the celebration of harvesting, including the dining room and kitchen for sharing meals.

Section

Interior Perspective

Water Catchment System

Site Perspective

Perspective

Site Section

Building Diagram
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U rban D e sign

This project began with students individually brainstorming design ideas for the redesign of the Eugene Park Blocks. Students with
similar design ideas for the project then teamed up to further develop a comprehensive design that addressed issues revolving
around the current park blocks. The major issue of the park blocks was the lack of street-level venues and activities that would
otherwise attract more pedestrian flows and create a more active public space. Each member of the team then focused detailing a
specific aspect of the park blocks.

Site Diagram

Site Plan

Street Model

Design Intent
Initially the goal of this project was developed in a urban design group, which was to create and/or enhance the connection of the
park blocks to its immediate surroundings. Therefore lead to the design of an outdoor space as a connecting element in between
the northwest park block and the context of 7th street. In order to create a space that would accommodate specific needs, the
space itself followed specific guidelines that would attract pedestrians and people passing by.

Elevation
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Perspective

Section Diagram
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Principles

Block Diagram

Perspective

Street Model

Street Sketch

Street Study Model

Street Study Model
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Perspective

Street Model

Awning Study Model
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Danish International Study Program

The intial project assigned for the study abroad was for a group of students to work together to construct a model of a significant
Scandinavian architectural piece. The group was to construct the model from the provided plans, sections, and images of the
building before visiting the site. After the completion of the model, the group wrote up an initial analysis of the building including
the form, design, construction, and concept, which was to be compared to a follow-up analysis of the building after visiting the
actual building.

Concept Diagram

Contrast between the interior and exterior is probably one of the strongest underlying concepts of the church.
Exterior:
Heavy, fragmented, orthogonal, noisy, vulnerable, earthly, man-made
Interior:
Weightless, smooth, curvaceous, calm, protected, diving, immeasurable depth

Model

Model

Model

Single element that ties the project together is the horizontal line that jogs vertically along the exterior according to the
movement of the clouds within the church. This notion of contrast makes the churches interior even more special because it is
completely unexpected. Only after experiencing the space within the building can one truly appreciate the exterior and its role as
protector the interior.

Tectonic Diagram

Bagsværd Kirke´s success lies in its ability to create a shell that acts as a protector of the serene, spiritual space within the
church. Thirty years later, the church is still recognized for the fluidity, control, and peacefulness which it embodies.
Model
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Light Diagram

Form Diagram
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Acoustic Diagram
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Digital Media

The goal of this project is develop an understanding of materials work and the concept of process of working from a physical
model and then bringing that model into a digital form. Within the digital format and the use of a computer 3d modeling program
we can create surface for the model and there after fabricate a physical model that is precisely similar to the digital model.

Study Model

Study Model

Plan

Detailed Perspective

Initially we were given a base of 18” x 24” with 1” square grids and many dowels, with these pieces and some gluing we were
asked to create a model made by bending dowels into curves. During the creation of the model, we gained a greater understanding of how the material of wood functions as in bending and its limits. As a result we created a model(1) where the dowels were
interconnected (interconnected as in when there is a force applied at one point in the model, the whole model deforms).
After creating the model, we had to somehow convert the physical into a digital 3d model. The process in transferring the model
was based on transferring specific point of the model using a simple ruler and the base as the measurements. With the points
from the physical model we can create lines the are close representation of the physical model, from these lines we can begin the
process of modeling with thickness and start to add surfaces to the model (2). As we continued working with the 3d model, we
learned different approaches to creating the model that would hold its shape with either a surface or structural element between
the dowels. When the model was complete (3) we used the unroll tool which would help flatten out the surface to be cut out in a
laser cutter (4) which in the end will help create a similar model to the
Original physical and the newly created digital model (5).

Perspective

Final Model

Elevation

Perspective

Final Model
Unfold Diagram
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Digital Media

The goal of this project is to develop an understanding of what informs form. The environment, our perception, culture, use, and
various other elements come together to create the form around us. The form in this project is based on the relationship of the
built versus the natural environment and how they coexist together. Merging the contrasting shape of the structured which is build
with the organic of which is the organic.

Apply Curves process

Elevation

Elevation

Plan

The idea behind the shape begins with a greenhouse, a built form that encloses nature and the natural environment. But nature
begins to expand and grows, therefore breaking out of the greenhouse and begins to dissolve back into its organic form blending
back into the environment.

Concept Sketch

Perspective

Perspective

Study Model

Study Model
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Final Model

Digital Media31

S ke t c h B o o k
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Competition

Since the early 1900’s, multipurpose streets originally designed to accommodate multiple modes of transportation were increasingly reshaped to prioritize motor vehicles. As motor vehicle use increased, more and more street space became designed to
maximize vehicle speeds and vehicular parking to the detriment of the safety and comfort of pedestrians and bicyclists. Yet this
long standing philosophy conflicts with today’s 21st Century vision of a New York City that is sustainable, healthy and equitable.
Clearly there is a need to devise new street designs to meet new challenges and accommodate all users, not just those who drive.

Site Map

Perspective

The competition ask us to generate a viable street design options that are more suited to a modern vision of our city. This begins by designing streets that integrate the needs of all users, address the problems of automobile congestion and pollution, and
aim for quality of life benefits such as greater sociability, activity and economic development. This is a necessary step towards a
greener New York and healthy, sustainable communities.
Our goals for the competition is to redefine the characteristics of the streets. By reordering the hierarchy of the users with pedestrians being first, cyclist second, and automobiles last. Along with the rethinking of how we view streets, there is also a strong
need to promote safety and activity along the streets for local residents without compromising the flow of traffic.

Axonometric Diagram

Perspective

Elevation

Elevation
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